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Word Order and Focus Positions in Universal
Grammar*

Ayesha Kidwai
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi

Abstract

This paper explores the relationship between word order and focus positions in
Hindi-Urdu, Malayalam, Western Bade and Tangale. Characterizations of
positional focus in terms of a Focus Phrase can neither satisfactorily capture
the crucial role that non-canonical word orders play in such constructions, nor
explain how positional focus languages differ from those that mark it by
morphology or prosody. The paper seeks to develop a minimalist theory of
[+FOCUS], by which the feature is checked under strict adjacency to the verb
in the PF-component. This adjacency is affected by PF-movement rules of XP-
and X0-adjunction, and is driven by the conjecture that UG generates
[PF[±Interpretable]] features that can be checked only in the PF-component.
Structures derived as a result of PF-movement are interpreted at a level distinct
from LF, named Domain Discourse, located at the edge of the PF-component.
[+FOCUS] is argued to be a [PF[+Interpretable]] feature that may survive to
the interface unchecked, and hence may be accessed by all three of the sub-
components inside PF, PF-movement, Morphology and Phonology. Hence, the
heterogeneity of focus-marking mechanisms in natural language.

1. Introduction

This paper explores the relationship between word order and focus positions in
Hindi-Urdu, Malayalam, Western Bade and Tangale. It will be our claim that
word-order variation, expressed structurally as adjunction in the PF-component,
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is responsible for the superficial occurrence of focus positions. We argue this PF-
scrambling to be driven by the checking requirements of [PF[±Interpretable]]
features, which are interpreted at a level distinct from LF termed DOMAIN
D(ISCOURSE) and located at the edge of the PF-component.

The crucial role that scrambling plays in the derivation of positional focus
constructions in languages like Malayalam, Western Bade, Tangale and Hindi-
Urdu has largely been ignored in the literature. Section 2 delineates this relation-
ship and examines some of the problems that linguistic theory faces regarding
the characterization of positional focus in natural language. Section 3 presents a
reanalysis of focus constructions from a minimalist perspective on the organiza-
tion of UG (Chomsky 1995, 1996), and demonstrates that the proposals can
account for positional focus in the four languages we consider in the paper. Section 4
concludes the paper with a discussion of some focus constructions in English.

Before we proceed, a statement of the view of focus and its interpretation
that we will work with is in order. Following Erteschik-Shir (1997) and Zubizar-
reta (1996), we define focusing as primarily (but not entirely) a strategy of
indexical assertion, the means by which a speaker attempts to render an entity in
the discourse salient for the hearer(s) of the utterance: THE FOCUS OF A
SENTENCE S IS THE (INTENSION OF) A CONSTITUENT C OF S WHICH THE SPEAKER
INTENDS TO DIRECT THE ATTENTION OF HIS/HER HEARER(S) TO, BY UTTERING S
(Erteschik-Shir 1997). We therefore consider the interpretation of focused
constituents to be determined in terms of truth1 by the set of the pragmatically
determined presuppositions common to the speaker and the hearer at a given
time in the discourse. However, even while both the terms involved in the
interpretation of focus are determined by the intentions and (shared) knowledge
of speakers, focusing is a product of GRAMMATICAL rule, therefore analogous to
topicalization in which the grammatical rule that fronts topics serves what is
essentially a discursive function. The set of pragmatically determined presupposi-
tions as well as the indexical assertion itself may well be given different (and
simultaneous) characterizations by the rules of discourse, such as topic/comment,
topic/focus, theme/rheme, old/new information, etc., but these discourse-grammar
distinctions derive from the presupposition-assertion structure created by
grammatical rule.

We also suggest that the only theoretically relevant distinction in the study
of focus is the one between WIDE and NARROW focus. Contrastive and presenta-
tional interpretations of wh- and non-wh- foci derive from the CONTEXT SET of
shared presuppositions on the basis of which the focus is interpreted (Erteschik-
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Shir 1997; Zubizarreta 1996) — if the discourse provides a contrast set as below,
the focus will receive a contrastive interpretation. Outside of context, the
presentational focus interpretation may well be preferred.

A: Who wants to read the paper, Ram or Sita?
B: SITA wants to read the paper.2

The distinction between narrow and wide focus, on the other hand, is particularly
relevant to the study of focus constructions in natural language, since the focus
involved here is invariably narrow. Wide focus, which we shall refer to as
NEUTRAL focus, is typically associated with utterances in out-of-the-blue
contexts, and is marked by ambiguity as to which constituent is singled out as
the focus of the utterance. In an out-of-the-blue utterance of {Rehman {bought {a
book}}}, any of the constituents may well be intended to be the focus of the
sentence (possible foci are indicated by curly braces). Neutral focus utterances
are pragmatically felicitous answers to questions like What happened?. In a
language like English, which marks focus by prosodic means, neutral focus
utterances are those generated by the core algorithm for the assignment of stress
in the language, the Nuclear Stress Rule.

Narrow focus, also referred to as NON-NEUTRAL FOCUS, requires the hearer
to partition the utterance into presupposed and asserted parts, and provides
him/her unambiguous cues as to which constituent constitutes the focus of the
utterance. Embedding Rehman bought a book in a discourse like the one below,
identifies Rehman to be the indexical assertion of the utterance:

A: Who bought a book?
B: REHMAN bought a book.

Narrow focus utterances are pragmatically infelicitous answers to questions like
What happened? In languages like English, Zubizarreta (1996) claims, narrow
focus involves a marked prosodic pattern generated by an independent algorithm.

2. Movement and Focus Positions in UG

The two most remarkable descriptive facts about the (often typologically
unrelated) languages that choose to mark focus by syntactic position are that
these languages typically define the focus position in terms of proximity to the
verb, and that this focus position is the position targeted by overt wh-movement
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in these languages. A closer scrutiny of the data, however, argues for a THIRD
generalization regarding positional focusing — in languages like Malayalam
(Jayaseelan 1989, 1995), Western Bade and Tangale (Tuller 1992), the positional
focusing of subjects involves a NON-CANONICAL LINEAR ORDER, the canonical
order being reserved for neutral focus utterances:3

(1) Malayalam: SOV
a. ninn-e AAR6 aziccu?4

you-DO who beat
‘Who beat you?’

b. ninn-e RAMAN aziccu
you-DO Ram beat
‘RAM beat you.’

c. raman ninn-e aziccu
Ram.SU you.DO beat
‘Ram beat you.’ (neutral focus)

(2) Western Bade: SVO
a. tl6mp6t6] K6M zaneenii?

tore what gown-your
‘What tore your gown?’

b. zanee]aa, tl6mp6t6-g D6MAAN
gown-my, tore wood
‘my gown, WOOD tore it.’

c. Saku aa b6naa kajluwaan
Saku INFL cook tuwo
‘Saku will cook tuwo.’ (neutral focus)

(3) Tangale: SVO
a. wad Billiri NU] dooji?

go Billiri who tomorrow?
‘Who will go to Billiri tomorrow?’

b. tui worom mono SHIRE
ate beans my she
‘SHE ate my beans.’

c. ~n~g lfshfgflf ti lfwei
gave fish to child-the
‘(She) gave fish to the child.’ (neutral focus)
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The examples in (1)–(3) demonstrate that the focus position in Malayalam,
Western Bade and Tangale can host both wh- and non-wh- subject foci. Each of
these constructions entails variation from the canonical order of the language.
Malayalam, an SOV language that defines its focus position as left-adjacent to
the verb, requires an OSV order for the preverbal focusing of subjects, Western
Bade, an SVO language whose focus position is immediately right-adjacent to
the verb, requires a VSO order (or left-dislocation/ topicalization) for postverbal
focusing. Normally SVO Tangale, which locates its focus position in terms of
right adjacency to the direct/locative object, requires a VOS order for postverbal
focusing. The fact that (1b)–(3b) are pragmatically infelicitous either as out-of-
the-blue utterances or as responses to questions like What happened?, indicates
that narrow focus is involved. Moreover, these examples are also inappropriate
responses to questions like What did Ram do (to you)?, What did the wood do (to
your gown)?, What did she do (to your beans)? since these queries assume a
discourse in which the highlighted constituent in (1a)–(3a) is part of the presup-
position rather than the assertion. This infelicity indicates that a narrow focus
interpretation in these examples accrues to the constituent that occupies the
position occupied by the wh-phrases in (1a)–(3a). In the canonical order of these
languages (1c)–(3c), however, narrow focus on the pre/post-verbal element does
not obtain. These examples are entirely appropriate out-of-the-blue utterances or
responses to questions like What happened? The focus position thus surfaces
only in the non-canonical word order, and it will be our claim that these non-
canonical orders are at least partly the product of XP and X0 scrambling rules in
these languages.

Hindi-Urdu represents the converse case, where the role of FOCUS in
inducing word order variation has been largely ignored. Generative research on
Hindi-Urdu scrambling (Mahajan 1990), which has explored the syntactic
constraints on such movement has been confined to the reference and coreference
relationships in scrambled constructions. The fact that scrambling in Hindi-Urdu
always entails focus on the immediately preverbal constituent, and that wh-
phrases are preferentially placed in this position (except in discourse-initial
questions) has gone unnoticed.

(4) Hindi-Urdu: SOV
a. kitaab KfN laaye-gaa

book who bring-FUT
‘Who will bring the book?’
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b. kitaab RAAM laaye-gaa
book Ram bring-FUT
‘It is Ram who will bring the book.’

c. What did Ram bring?
d. What did Ram do to the book?
e. raam kitaab laaye-gaa

Ram book bring-FUT
‘Ram will bring the book.’ (neutral focus)

(4b) is an appropriate response only to (4a). Neither (4c), which requires narrow
focus on the DO kitaab ‘the book’ in the response, nor (4d), which requires
narrow focus on the verb laaye-gaa, ‘will bring’ in the response, can elicit (4b)
as a pragmatically felicitous response. (4b) also cannot answer a neutral focus
question like What happened? — that question can only be answered by (4e),
which is in the canonical word order of the language. Thus, constructions that
involve variation from the default word order in Hindi-Urdu, like those in
Malayalam, Western Bade and Tangale, require the hearer to partition the
utterance into presupposed and asserted parts and to interpret the constituent in
the focus position as the focus of the utterance.

This link between movement and positional focusing is not limited to
leftward clause-internal argument scrambling alone.5 Clause-bound leftward
X0-scrambling and rightward argument scrambling within the clause also yields
the same results:

(5) a. kal M7̃ aaũũ]-gaa
tomorrow I come-FUT
‘I will come tomorrow.’

b. KAL aaũũ]-gaa M7̃
tomorrow come-FUT I
‘I will come tomorrow.’6

(6) a. anjum-ko KITAAB dii nuur-ne
Anjum(IO) book(DO) gave Noor(SU)
‘It was a book that Noor gave Anjum.’

b. anjum-ko NUUR-NE dii kitaab
Anjum(IO) Noor(SU) gave book(DO)
‘It was Noor who gave Anjum a book.’

Rightward scrambling is not, however, the preferred strategy for preverbal
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focusing in Hindi-Urdu. In syntactic terms as well, it does not share the proper-
ties exhibited by leftward scrambling — neither are rightward scrambled DPs
interpreted as specific, nor can they serve as potential antecedents for corefer-
ence. We return to the issue later in the paper; for the moment it is sufficient to
note the generality of the link between scrambling and preverbal focusing in
Hindi-Urdu. This in turn suggests that the driving force behind the scrambling
operation in Hindi-Urdu is FOCUS itself, i.e., scrambling in Hindi-Urdu is the
word order variation we have found to be an important variable in the derivation
of focus constructions in Malayalam, Western Bade and Tangale.

Confronted with a set of four languages that mark narrow focus by position,
where this positional focusing always involves a non-canonical linear order, the
central question is how this data is to be used to arrive at a predictive theory of
positional focus in natural language and to isolate the set of UG-specified
properties that enables some languages to employ this option, and others to
(apparently) eschew it altogether. Even a cursory look at the data reveals that the
answers to these questions cannot be easily obtained. For example, take the
question of the distribution of focus positions in natural language and the related
(somewhat loose)7 PROXIMITY-TO-THE-VERB requirement observed in positional
focus languages. It appears that the crosslinguistic distribution of focus positions
is at least partially constrained by the settings of the directionality (Head and
feature-checking) parameters in UG (Horvath 1986), since the distribution of
focus positions in the four languages we look at here appears to depend on the
way that the Head Parameter is set by the language in question — preverbal
focus positions surface in SOV languages and postverbal ones in SVO languages.
However, a language such as Hungarian, that is SVO and yet has preverbal focus
positions, question the universality of the generalization.

The facts of languages like Hungarian could, however, be made to follow
from the speculation that [+FOCUS] is a syntactic feature analogous to [+CASE]
or [+OPERATOR], i.e. a feature that must be licensed by the UG mechanisms
of feature-checking in local domains. Suppose then that the local domain in
which [+FOCUS] feature-checking takes place is defined in terms of strict
adjacency to the verb, with the physical position of the verb at Spell-Out
counting as a factor in calculating where [+FOCUS] will be assigned. Languages
whose focus positions do not appear in the direction set by the Head Parameter
could then differ from languages that do so (e.g. Hindi-Urdu and Western Bade)
on two counts: one, the former have overt verb-raising to a position higher than
the canonical subject position, and two, these languages set the feature-checking
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parameter in a direction opposite to that of the setting of the Head Parameter.
Preverbal focusing in SVO Hungarian would then follow from the fact that the
verb raises to a position higher than the canonical subject position (say C0), and
since [+FOCUS] can be checked only under left-adjacency to the verb in the
language, preverbal focusing (in [Spec,CP]) is the only option permitted by the
grammar of the language.

This solution to the problems of Hungarian is not satisfactory in crosslin-
guistic terms though, as it strengthens the proximity-to-the-verb requirement
beyond the empirical facts themselves. Languages like Tangale do not appear to
respect this requirement in the way formulated here, since focused elements are
disallowed in a position right-adjacent to the verb — the focus position must in
fact appear after the DO/Locative in all cases of postverbal focus. Also note that
the literal nature of this physical proximity-to-the-verb requirement in positional
focusing prohibits a situation in which the verb raises to a position higher than
that of the focused element in the overt syntax. Yet, this is exactly the case that
obtains in Hindi-Urdu, where the physical adjacency of the verb and the focused
element is only illusory, as the verb must raise to Tense for licensing verb-
agreement and checking of the subject in [Spec,TP] (e.g. 4b).

Given the complications of even a description of the distribution of focus
positions in natural language, recent research in the area (Brody 1989, 1996;
Jayaseelan 1989, 1995; Kidwai 1995) has assumed that focus positions have an
ontologically prior status in terms of phrase-structure, usually formalized as a
FOCUS PHRASE projection immediately dominating VP. These analyses maintain
the hypothesis that [+FOCUS] is a feature that has syntactic relevance in that it
needs to be checked and suggest that the defining property of focus positions is
not the proximity-to-the-verb requirement, since the verb may well have moved
beyond F0 to a higher functional projection in the overt syntax. The fact that this
FP projection is the landing site targeted by wh-movement is held to follow from
the principal observation that wh-phrases are inherently [+FOCUS] elements,
since they function as place-holders for indexical assertions in the response, and
that if this feature is not licensed, the derivation will crash. These analyses
therefore equate the positional focusing of wh-phrases with that of non-wh
elements, both in terms of identity of position as well as degree of
“obligatoriness”. This latter conclusion is not, however, supported by the
empirical facts, since it appears that at least in some languages, the positional
focusing of wh-phrases is more “obligatory” than that of non-wh foci. In Hindi-
Urdu, for example, non-wh foci need not be preverbally positioned if recourse is
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taken to a morphological strategy of -hii cliticization, an emphatic particle that
marks narrow focus in the language. wh-foci cannot, however, take recourse to
this strategy, which we term as in situ focusing, and must be preverbally positioned:

(7) a. RAAM-hii kitaab laaye-gaa
Ram–EMPH book bring–FUT
‘RAM will bring the book.’

b. *KfN-hii kitaab laaye-gaa
who–EMPH book bring–FUT
‘Who will bring the book?’

Another problem with an analysis of positional focusing in terms of a functional
FP projection is the status of the [Spec,FP] position that such analyses are forced
to assume. Besides the fact that wh-phrases target this position, the fact that
English focused elements pattern with wh- and quantifier operators in exhibiting
WEAK CROSSOVER (WCO) violations has usually been taken to suggest that
focused elements are operators, undergoing QR to an A-bar position at LF. It is
therefore expected that focused pronominals in a language like Hindi-Urdu
cannot corefer with an antecedent in the same clause, but as is well known,
scrambling in Hindi-Urdu actually overrides WCO violations, and (somewhat
more marginally) licenses monomorphemic reflexives:

(8) a. uskiii b7h7n-ne kis??i-ko dekhaa
his sister–ERG who–ACC saw
‘Whoi did his??i sister see?’

b. apniii b7hen-ne mohan*i-ko maaraa
self’s sister–ERG Mohan–ACC hit
‘Selfi’s sister hit Mohan*i’

c. ?kisi-ko uskiii b7h7n-ne ti dekhaa
who–ACC his sister–ERG saw
‘Whoi did hisi sister see?’

d. ??mohani-ko apniii b7h7n-ne ti maaraa
Mohan–ACC self’s sister–ERG hit
‘Selfi’s sister hit Mohani.’

The examples in (8a–b) demonstrate that Hindi-Urdu neutral focus constructions
exhibit WCO effects and require monomorphemic reflexives to be locally bound.
In the non-neutral focus constructions in (8c–d), however, where the possessive
pronoun/reflexive is preverbally focused, these requirements appear to be
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suspended. By the assumptions outlined above, this focused phrase should QR at
LF to a position outside the domain of its antecedent, yielding the expectation
that both the examples will be ungrammatical — an expectation belied by the
facts, which demonstrate that focusing actually IMPROVES the conditions for
referential dependencies within a clause. This conjecture is confirmed when we
consider coreference in in situ focus constructions, where the morphological
focus marking of a constituent equally improves the possibility of coreference
with an antecedent within the clause that contains it:

(9) a. uskiii biiwii kis??i-ko bfhft maartii h7
his wife who-ACC a lot hits BE.3PRES
‘Whoi does his??i wife hit a lot (habitually)?’

b. apniii b7h7n-ne mohan*i-ko maaraa
self’s sister-ERG Mohan-ACC hit
‘Selfi’s sister hit Mohan*i.’

c. uskiii-hii biiwii kis??i-ko bfhft maartii h7
his-EMPH wife who-ACC a lot hits BE.3PRES
‘Whoi did his??i wife hit a lot (habitually)?’

d. apniii-hii b7h7n-ne mohan??i-ko maaraa
self’s-EMPH sister-ERG Mohan-ACC hit
‘Selfi’s sister hit Mohan*i.’

The greatest difficulty faced by the functional projection analysis of positional
focus is its inability to build in the crucial role that non-canonical linear order-
ings play in the derivation of positional focus constructions themselves. In
Western Bade and Tangale, this non-canonical ordering requires verb-raising,
whereas in Hindi-Urdu (and Malayalam),8 the orders (represented here) require
argument-scrambling. While an X0-adjunction analysis for verb-raising is
uncontroversial, the claim that XP-scrambling in Hindi-Urdu involves XP-
adjunction is novel. Since Mahajan (1990), it has been commonly held that
clause-internal argument scrambling in Hindi-Urdu is wrought by Case-driven
movement. In Kidwai (1995), we review Mahajan’s arguments for this claim in
some detail and demonstrate that his results neither follow from, nor are
confirmed by, the empirical facts of Hindi-Urdu Case and verb agreement, since
these are determined completely independent of whether XP-scrambling takes
place or not. In any case, for Mahajan, the singular fact that argues for a Case-
driven analysis for Hindi-Urdu clause-internal argument scrambling is that it can
override WCO effects as in (8a–b), however, we have seen that this fact may
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not necessarily follow from the A-status of the binder, but could originate from
the FOCUSED state of the bindee.

Now, given that positional focus constructions in Hindi-Urdu, Western
Bade, Malayalam and Tangale can all be argued to involve adjunction, the
question is how an FP analysis can deal with this putative factor in the derivation
of positional focus constructions. The standard approach (Jayaseelan 1989, 1995;
Brody 1989, 1996) has been to describe the superficial non-canonical orderings
that accompany positional focusing as the fortuitous result of a conspiracy of
independently motivated movements, such as movement for Case and verb
agreement checking, left-dislocation, topicalization, etc. This independence of the
movement to [Spec,FP] from the other movements observed in positional
focusing predicts that positional focus (specially of non-wh) elements may take
place in the canonical order, i.e. that neutral focus utterances should not be
attested. Again, this prediction is not confirmed by the data.

Finally, analyses of positional focus in terms of raising to a [Spec,FP]
position can only postpone, but not answer, the central question regarding the
occurrence of positional focus constructions in natural language, the question as
to why only some languages choose to employ this option.9 The postulation of
an FP projection is ultimately descriptive, since it does not originate from a well-
articulated theory of focus and focus phenomena in UG. FP analyses have no
real UG explanation for the fact that the tasks served by a FP projection in the
overt syntax in positional focus languages are spread over more than one phrasal
projection and component in languages that employ other means of focusing —
for example, English realizes wh-focus in [Spec,CP], and marks non-neutral
focus on non-wh by either prosody or by the means of syntactic focus construc-
tions like PP-extraposition, Directional/Locative Inversion, etc. Moreover, even
positional focus languages may use a heterogeneity of focus-marking mecha-
nisms. Hindi-Urdu, for example, has three strategies for realizing non-neutral
focus: a syntactic strategy of preverbal positioning, a morphological strategy of
in situ focus via -hii-cliticization, and a prosodic strategy of heavy (contrastive)
stress.10 Furthermore, neither of these strategies are in complementary distribu-
tion with each other, and as demonstrated by (10), all three may be used
simultaneously in a single utterance.

(10) kitaab RAAM-hii laayegaa (siitaa nahii)
book Ram-EMPH bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’
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Languages like Aghem, an SVO language with a postverbal focus position,
also pattern with Hindi-Urdu in employing multiple strategies to indicate non-
neutral focus (Watters 1976; Rochemont 1986). Aghem makes extensive use of
focus-related morphology, both in the derivation of positional focus constructions as
well as for in situ focus. Hungarian represents an interesting case in which, even
while there are prosodic patterns typical of non-neutral focus constructions (a rule
of Stress Reduction), this prosodic pattern does not uniquely pick out the focused
phrase as the prosodically most prominent constituent of the phrase, and treating
it in certain contexts at par with presupposed constituents (Kenesei & Vogel 1989).

These facts demonstrate a complexity of interaction between the various and
multiple strategies employed by non-neutral focus, and suggest that an account
of positional focusing in natural language can only originate from a THEORY of
focus in UG, a theory which expresses the intuition that the heterogeneity of
(non-neutral) focus-marking mechanisms attested in natural language — position-
al, prosodic and morphological — differ only in terms of superficial realization
of an identical feature. The minimalist theory of positional focusing we develop
in the next section attempts to capture this intuition.

3. A Minimalist Theory of [FOCUS]

The discussion in the previous section demonstrated the distribution of focus
positions in natural language to be contingent upon (1) XP- and/or X0-adjunction (2)
a weak proximity-to-the-verb requirement, and (3) the grammatical nature of the
feature [+FOCUS] in that it needs licensing (possibly in multiple ways) by the
time phonetic output is reached. We propose that these three factors interact in
the following manner to give rise to the superficial occurrence of focus positions:

(11) [+FOCUS] is a feature in UG that requires licensing under adjacen-
cy to a verbal projection. XP-/X0-adjunction is driven by this
adjacency requirement, since this scrambling results in an adjacency
between the focused phrase and the licensing verbal projection that
would not have otherwise obtained.

We argue that current minimalist assumptions require that we locate this licensing of
[+FOCUS] within the PF-component, and that this licensing is driven by discourse-
related, rather than LF-relevant, considerations. In order to arrive at these results,
let us consider each aspect of the proposal in (11) in some more detail.
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3.1 The Status of Adjunction

A first step in developing the proposals in (11) necessarily involves an investiga-
tion of the status of adjunction under current assumptions about the structure of
UG. Chomsky (1995, 1996) proposes that minimalist assumptions cannot
countenance overt XP-adjunction as an instance of pre-Spell-Out syntactic
movement, since overt movement is interpreted as the movement of features and
takes place only in the LAST RESORT, as defined in (12):

(12) Move-F raises F to target K only if F enters into a checking relation
with a sub-label of K.

Since Chomsky (1995) rules out checking from adjoined positions, XP-adjunction
can never satisfy Last Resort, and should therefore never take place. In a similar
vein, Chomsky (1996) suggests that head-movement (adjunction to X0) should
also be eliminated as an option within the overt syntax, since it too lacks strong
LF-effects. Chomsky (1995: 325–26) suggests that we revert to the distinction in
early transformational grammar between “stylistic” rules and others, since:

[…] the core computational properties […] differ markedly in character from
the many other operations of the language faculty, and it may be a mistake to
try to integrate them within the same framework of principles. XP-adjunction
[…] may not really belong to the system we are discussing here, as we keep
closely to Last Resort movement driven by feature-checking within the N→!
computation. It is within this core component of the language faculty that we
find the striking properties highlighted by minimalist guidelines. It seems
increasingly reasonable to distinguish this component of the language faculty.

Assuming the theoretical validity of these proposals, the elimination of adjunc-
tion as a pre-Spell-Out movement suggests that the XP and/or X0 scrambling
necessary for the derivation of positional focus constructions cannot take place
in the overt syntax, with the result that positional focus constructions are given
their ultimate form in the mapping from Spell-Out to phonetic output.

There are, however, at least two problems with a naive interpretation of
Chomsky’s proposals. The first pertains to their execution, for as yet the PF-
component is too primitive and unstructured to accommodate fine-grained
distinctions between languages that, say, have focus positions/constructions and
those that do not. The second problem deals with the LF-effects of these focus
constructions — relegating focus constructions and other stylistic rules to the PF-
component would entail that, given the current shape of the grammar, they
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should not have any discernible effect on interpretation. As is obvious, this is
untrue, as not only does the feature [+FOCUS] receive an interpretation,
structures involving XP-adjunction have been shown to have consequences for
the binding theory. We return to the interpretative issues directly.

A step in the direction of structuring the PF-component would be to assume
that the PF-rules that reorder parts of the strings generated by the computational
component, employ mechanisms similar to those in the overt component. That is,
(at least some) PF-displacement rules too can be argued to be driven by the
requirements of feature-checking, although presumably without the formation of
checking domains, since the only option for Move in this component is adjunc-
tion. Rather, let us assume that although feature-checking in PF operates on
hierarchical structure, this checking is effected under conditions of adjacency,
linearity and the like, conditions which must derive from the requirements of the
sub-component of Morphology inside PF. Cummins and Roberge (1994),
following Halle and Marantz (1993) propose that inflectional affixes are
available pre-syntactically only as features, and not as fully realized as bound
morphemes, and that they are spelled out and linearized only by
morphophonological rules in the PF-component. In this approach, the only
function of the overt syntax is to ensure that these morphosyntactic features are
licensed so that they are visible at the PF-interface. We suggest that this function
is not exclusively the property of the overt syntax, and that feature-checking in
the PF-component also shares the same function — to render morphological
features visible to Morphology — a guiding intuition of the minimalist program.
The question now is, what is the nature and content of features that can only be
checked in the PF-component, since the standard notions of feature-checking
cannot accommodate checking in this component, and it is to this question that
we now turn.

3.2 Interpretability of Features

Chomsky (1995: 277–79) proposes that along with strength, features need to be
specified for INTERPRETABILITY at the LF interface. This criterion of LF-
interpretability pertains to the interpretability of the FORMAL FEATURES of a
linguistic item at LF. Included in the set of [+Interpretable] features of a
linguistic item are its !-features and categorial features, while the prototypical
[−Interpretable] feature is Case. The key difference between the two features is
that the former must survive till LF, since they are needed for LF-interpretation,
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and hence convergence, but the latter, which have no interpretable role at the LF
interface, must delete for convergence.

Consider the feature [+FOCUS]. Can it be argued to be the morphological
property of a lexical item in a way analogous to Case, categorial features, etc.,
springing as it does from speakers’ intentions? In all likelihood not, for, as
Culicover (1993: 5) puts it:

Focus is orthogonal to most other aspects of interpretation, in that it can vary
independently of the literal sense of individual phrases and the compositional
properties of the interpretation. So the book literally means the same thing
whether or not it is in focus and read the book literally means the same thing
whether or not the book is in focus.

Focusing is largely a pragmatic strategy, and especially the interpretation of
non-wh focus is context-dependent and constrained by a number of discourse
factors. For example, in Hindi-Urdu and Malayalam, positional focus construc-
tions are not very good discourse initiators, since they presuppose discourse.
Therefore, let us assume that the feature [+FOCUS] cannot be argued to be [LF
[+Interpretable]].11 Rather, we propose that the interpretation a focused constitu-
ent gets is determined in a separate component inside PF, since the notion of
presupposition relevant to the interpretation of focus is contextual, and pertains
to the domain of pragmatics rather than LF. It is nevertheless part of the
grammar as it is the domain that evaluates the felicity of what otherwise seem to
be optional rules of a particular grammar. Wiltschko (1995) terms this hypotheti-
cal component DOMAIN DISCOURSE (originally proposed by Chomsky 1981), and
assumes it to be a level at which presuppositionality, and we claim focusing and
coreference, effects are interpreted. In keeping with Chomsky’s suggestions
(1995: 220), this interpretation is “accessed at the interface along with PF and LF.”12

We are thus faced with a feature that is outside the [LF[±Interpretable]]
distinction, but which clearly requires licensing by the PF-interface. Suppose
now, we extend the notion of Interpretability to accommodate feature-specifica-
tions that are PF[±INTERPRETABLE], requiring that [PF[−Interpretable]] features
must be deleted by the PF-interface, but [PF[+Interpretable]] features, can
survive unchecked, and do not delete even when checked. Now consider the
feature [+FOCUS]. In all likelihood, this is a [PF[+Interpretable]] feature that
survives to the interface. Indeed, this seems plausible when one recalls fact that
languages usually have more than one way of marking this feature. Hindi-Urdu,
for example, has not one but THREE ways — one, by position (with scrambling),
two, by heavy word-stress (especially when the focus is to be given a contrastive
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interpretation), and three, by affixation of the emphatic focusing particle -hii:

(13) a. kitaab RAAM laayegaa, (siitaa nahii)
book Ram bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’

b. RAAM kitaab laayegaa, (siitaa nahii)
Ram book bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’

c. RAAM-hii kitaab laayegaa, (siitaa nahii)
Ram-PART book bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’

These facts are in consonance with the characterization of the feature [+FOCUS]
as [PF[+Interpretable]], since it can be licensed at any of the levels internal to
PF: either via PF-movement (scrambling), Morphology (-hii cliticization) or
Phonology (stress). And, just like [LF[+Interpretable]] features, it can be
accessed repeatedly by the ‘PF-computation’, since all three types of focus
marking can be found in a single example, as in (10) above.

The problem with classifying [+FOCUS] as a [PF[+Interpretable]] comes
from wh-focus constructions. In at least two of the languages we have looked at
in the paper — Hindi-Urdu and Malayalam — wh-focusing in the designated
pre/postverbal position seems to be more obligatory than non-wh positional
focusing, which can access alternative strategies of marking focus. This means
that it is a feature that MUST be licensed by the time the construction arrives at
the PF-interface, either by the PF-movement rules or by Morphology. And since
we have claimed that PF-rules themselves are driven by the need to make
linguistic items visible to Morphology, feature-checking in wh-focus in these
languages actually has to be satisfied by the time the derivation reaches Mor-
phology. The difference between the two types of foci, we believe to lie in the
lexicon. Chomsky (1995: 235–241) proposes that the lexical entry of a linguistic
item consists of its intrinsic semantic features, such as categorial features, Case-
assigning features, gender, etc., that are not predictable from other properties of
the lexical entry. The operation that forms the numeration adds on the optional
features that come into play in the derivation — features of number, Case, tense,
etc. The difference between wh- and non-wh-foci lies in the fact that the former
are intrinsically [+FOCUS] elements in the lexicon, while for non-wh-foci the
[PF[+Interpretable]] [+FOCUS] feature is added on in the formation of the
numeration. Let us therefore exploit this distinction, and suggest that while the
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feature [+FOCUS] is [PF[+Interpretable]], it must be checked by Morphology if
it is an intrinsic feature of the element in question. Additionally, this requirement
may originate from the role that wh-phrases play in Domain D, functioning more
or less as place-holders for the assertion. If their intrinsic feature of [+FOCUS]
is not licensed, they will not function as wh-questions at all. The feature thus
remains [PF[+Interpretable]] for both wh- and non-wh-foci, except that for the
former, the feature is somehow [stronger] by virtue of it being intrinsic to the
lexical entry of the wh-phrase.13

We are going to keep with the traditional assumption that the feature
[+FOCUS] is checked by a verbal projection, though not with the view that
[+FOCUS] is a feature analogous to Case. It appears that focusing pertains more
to the realm of the verbal paradigm than to the nominal one, and is in fact more
predicational, and rather like mood, or choice of tense and aspect, i.e. it is more
like a feature of T0 rather than V0. Chomsky (1996) suggests that overt verb-
raising can be eliminated by assuming T0 to be a super-category of V0, with the
result that verbal affixes are checked by covert-raising. If this is correct, then it
is possible for us to maintain that the PF-checking of the feature [+FOCUS] is
done by V0.

3.3 Deriving Adjacency

Finally, let us formalize the intuition that adjacency between the licenser and
licensee is a requirement imposed by Morphology. Bobaljik (1994) proposes an
account of adjacency in the PF-component that derives it from a UG require-
ment, that bans stray affixes. The adjacency condition, which states that “in
order for an affix and a stem to be combined, they must be adjacent” then
reflects one of the configurations in which this UG condition is met. Bobaljik
suggests that: “As affixation is a morphological condition, adjacency is defined
at (an intermediate stage in) the spell-out or mapping from syntax to phonology.
Adjacency is sensitive, then, only to those elements that are relevant to the
mapping process. Headedness is relevant (linearization), while traces and empty
projections are irrelevant (PF-deletion).”

In the system we are assuming here, where inflectional morphology is
available presyntactically only as features, and where not only the hard-core
morphological features of a lexical item require licensing but so do intrinsic
features of lexical items, both the UG requirement and the adjacency condition,
would have to be phrased in terms of licensing:
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(14) a. UG Requirement on Morphology
Features must be licensed.

b. The Adjacency Condition
Features can be licensed only under adjacency.

We shall assume that the adjacency requirement in Morphology follows from the
general poverty of the component itself — as it lacks the operation Move, it can
only operate on strings that it can see as linear. The relevant configurations for
feature-licensing, however, differ from those in Bobaljik (1994: 2). Of the
possible configurations in (15), only (15b) provides an appropriate environment
for adjacency, as traces are phonetically empty material.

(15) a. …X [YP NP[overt] [Y′ …Y…
b. …X [YP trace [Y′ …Y…
c. …X [YP adverb [YP [Y′ …Y…

In the overt syntax, given the locality of checking domains, (14) is always
satisfied, but at PF, the adjacency condition is relevant. PF-feature checking
movement of the type we are considering here is therefore motivated solely to
satisfy this adjacency requirement, which may vary further in its specific
formulation across particular languages.

Summarizing the results of the discussion so far: Move, as adjunction, is an
option in the PF-component that is driven by the need to license
[PF[±Interpretable]] features. This feature-licensing is Morphology-driven.
FOCUS is a [PF[+Interpretable]] feature that can survive to the interface
unchecked, but only if it is not intrinsic to the lexical item; in which case, this
feature must be checked by Morphology/Domain D.14 The verb is the relevant
licenser for the feature [+FOCUS]. Adjacency between it and the focused
category is required by the fact that Morphology can only operate on strings that
it can see as linear, since it lacks the operation Move. The feature [+FOCUS] on
non-wh foci is interpreted in Domain D, a level where presuppositionality and
focusing effects are interpreted. The feature is an intrinsic one of wh-foci, and
thus it can be accessed for interpretation both at LF as well as Domain D.

3.4 Hindi-Urdu and Malayalam

Earlier in the paper we saw that Hindi-Urdu scrambling served to somehow land
the focused ±wh element into the preverbal focus position. In the framework we
have proposed, this scrambling is Morphology-serving PF-movement, driven by
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the need to establish an adjacency relation between the focalizing verbal feature
and the focused category. Since Hindi-Urdu has overt verb agreement with the
direct object, it is reasonable to assume that v licenses multiple specifiers at
Spell-Out. The structure of (16) that arrives in the PF-component is therefore (17):

(16) kitaab NUUR-NE p6qhii
book(DO) Noor(SU) read(V)
‘NOOR read the book.’

(17) [TPi nuur-ne[+F] [vP[Spec2 kitaabj [Spec1 ti [v p6qhiiv[+F] ]]] [VP ti tj tv ]]]

Now, in a construction where subject focus is involved, the preferred word order
involves DO scrambling. Given that it is a [PF[+Interpretable]] feature, this must
be checked under adjacency with the verb. This requirement of adjacency is,
however, not fulfilled in the structure at Spell-Out, since the shifted DO inter-
venes. Consequently, DO scrambling, expressed as left-adjunction to TP, takes
place to yield adjacency between the verb and the subject. At PF, as an input to
Morphology, (17) would then have the structure of (18):

(18) [TP kitaabj [TP NUUR-NEi[+F] [vP[Spec2 tj [Spec1 ti [v p6qhiiv[+F] ]]] [VP ti
tj tv ]]]

After PF-movement, adjacency is achieved as only phonetically empty material
intervenes between the subject and the verb, and the feature of [+FOCUS] on the
subject is licensed in satisfaction of (13).15 Note that the proposals do not require
PF-movement to necessarily take place, since the feature [+FOCUS], realized
pre-syntactically only as a feature-specification, can be spelled out in different
ways by the sub-components inside the PF-component. Hence, the feature can
also be licensed by Morphology in (13a) and Phonology in (13b) and by all three
strategies in (10) above.

(13) a. RAAM-hii kitaab laayegaa, (siitaa nahii)
Ram-EMPH book bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’

b. RAAM kitaab laayegaa, (siitaa nahii)
Ram book bring-FUT Sita not
‘RAM will bring the book, not Sita.’

Two questions remain regarding Hindi-Urdu scrambling and focus. The first
queries why rightward scrambling, which is analyzed as right-adjunction to VP,
should not yield the same results, since it also results in adjacency between the
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verb and an element that would not normally appear in that environment. Indeed
for some speakers, preverbal focusing is indeed possible with rightward scram-
bling, though not preferred. What appears to be happening is that the presup-
positionality effects are more difficult to calculate in rightward scrambled
constructions. For example, in an example like (6a), is it is unambiguous to
interlocutors that the scrambled DP is presupposed, specific and topical, but in
(6d), none of these facts seem to be quite so clear.

We suggest that this preference for leftward scrambling, i.e., left-, rather
than right-, adjunction to VP follows from Fukui’s (1993: 400) PARAMETER
VALUE PRESERVATION MEASURE:

(19) A grammatical operation (Move-!, in particular) that creates a
structure that is inconsistent with the value of a given parameter is
costly in that language, whereas one that produces a structure
consistent with the parameter is costless.

This PVP measure classifies all those movements as optional and free which
proceed in the canonical direction of the language. Now, Hindi-Urdu has a head-final
setting of the Head Parameter, with the result that leftward movement is free.
Rightward movement can, in this system, only take place, if it is needed for conver-
gence, and hence the preference for leftward scrambling amongst native speakers.

The other problem has to do with the oft-claimed “LF-effects” of scram-
bling, whereby clause-internal argument scrambling can license coreferential
pronouns and monomorphemic reflexives. In the discussion on (8) and (9), we
demonstrated that focused XPs in Hindi-Urdu are more amenable to coreference.
Following Erteschik-Shir (1997), we suggest that this coreference is favored in
scrambled constructions because of the fact that scrambled XPs tend to be
interpreted as topics. Kidwai (1995) shows that even the putative reflexive
binding in (8b) does not follow from the Binding Theory, but rather from the
fact that in Hindi-Urdu monomorphemic reflexives may, in certain discourse
contexts, be used referentially. Since these coreference possibilities are heavily
discourse-conditioned, we propose that coreference is determined in Domain D.

There is apparently no difference between Hindi and Malayalam as far as
the structures that exit PF are concerned, and therefore the analysis for Hindi-
Urdu carry over quite straightforwardly to Malayalam. The one difference
between the two pertains to the obligatoriness of wh-focusing in the preverbal
position — Hindi-Urdu does not obligatorily require preverbal focusing when the
question is discourse-initial. This difference is not entirely unexpected in terms
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of the model of PF that we are proposing here. If wh-focusing is interpreted as
a Morphology as well as a Domain D requirement, in that the intrinsic feature of
[+FOCUS] of a wh-phrase must be licensed before the PF output, it is expected
that these requirements will be influenced by other factors related to language-
particular Domain Ds, although determining these factors is no trivial task. We
shall not attempt it here, but clearly what is crucial for the analysis is the
[+Interpretable] nature of the feature. Since it must survive to the interface even
when licensed, the fact that discourse-initial questions in Hindi-Urdu may fail
Morphology does not yield non-convergence at the interface.

3.5 Western Bade and Tangale

The most important consequence of our proposals is that the notion of a focus
position turns out to be a mere taxonomic artifact. Consider Western Bade first,
an SVO language when either the focus is neutral or the DO is in focus:

(20) a. Saku aa b6naa kajluwaan
Saku INFL cook tuwo
‘Saku will cook tuwo.’

b. Saku aa b6naa K6M
Saku INFL cook what
‘What will Saku cook?’

Adapting the analysis of Tuller (1992), Western Bade does not appear to have
object shift. Accepting Chomsky’s proposal that verb-raising in the VSO order
takes place post-Spell-Out and to a position beyond the TP projection, the
structure of (20b) that enters the PF-component would then be (21):

(21) [TP sakui[+F] [vP [Spec1 ti [v aa banaav[+F] ]]] [VP ti K6M tv ]]]

In this structure, the condition for adjacency between the question-word and the
licensing V-feature is satisfied, and consequently no PF-movement is required.
It is therefore expected that in all instances of DO-focus, the structure at Spell-
Out should by default meet the licensing requirements on focused phrases,
thereby precluding the necessity of PF-movement in these cases.

Consider now subject-focus in Western Bade, which we argue to have the
structure in (22b) at Spell-Out:
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(22) a. gafa-n KE viiridgwar6n
caught who giant-rat
‘Who caught a giant-rat?’

b. [T0 [vP [Spec1 KEi [+F] [v′ gafanv[+F] [VP ti tv viiriidgwar6n]]]]]

By the proposals in Chomsky (1995), the more standard analysis would be to
locate the subject in [Spec,TP] at Spell-Out in order to satisfy the Extended
Projection Principle (EPP). PF-movement in the form of verb-raising to C0 would
then take place to establish the relevant licensing domain for the wh-phrase.16
This analysis would not be able to explain why this universal requirement is
overridden in Tangale, where subject-focus requires a VOS order. We therefore
adopt the interpretation of the EPP proposed by Chomsky (1996), where the EPP
is taken to be a UG requirement of THEMATIZATION. We suggest a fairly literal
interpretation is in order, by which anything which is a focus cannot be a
subject. This will entail that the subject stays in situ in [Spec1, vP] at Spell-Out,
and subsequent PF verb-raising to T0 licenses the [+FOCUS] feature of the wh-
phrase. The question is that why such PF verb-raising is required at all, since in
the order at Spell-Out in (22b) no material relevant to the blocking of adjacency
intervenes between the subject and the verb substituted into v. We suggest that
languages are parametrized with respect to what is considered the correct
direction of adjacency by the Morphology of that language, and that this
parametrization is sensitive to settings of the Head Parameter, as first suggested
by Horvath (1986). In an SVO VP, the canonical direction of adjacency (right-
ward) cannot be respected in the case of the subject, and hence the [+FOCUS]
feature of the subject is not licensed in the base configuration.

Tangale represents a case of further parametrization of the definition of
adjacency. As mentioned earlier, Tangale does not allow focused constituents to
intervene between the verb and the direct object, as shown in (23):

(23) a. wad Billiri NU] dooji?
go Billiri who tomorrow?
‘Who will go to Billiri tomorrow?’

b. tui worom mono SHIRE
ate beans my she
‘SHE ate my beans.’

c. [TP T
0 [VP [Spec2 OBJ [Spec1 SU [v′ VB [VP tsu tvb tob]]] ]]]

Adapting Tuller’s insights again, it appears that Tangale has overt object shift.
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Consequently, the abstract structure of the Tangale sentence at Spell-Out will be
as in (23c) above. If Tangale were exactly like Western Bade, we would expect
the PF verb-raising mechanisms to T0 to license subject focus to necessarily yield
the order VSO, but since the language has overt object shift, the observed
surface order is VOS. While in the last object-shift language we looked at the
shifted object was found to be a barrier for adjacency, clearly this is not the case
in Tangale. It is however, reasonable to expect that different definitions of
adjacency might be operating here as well, by which Tangale does not consider
a second Spec to be a barrier for adjacency, whereas Hindi-Urdu does. That is,
in Tangale, the mechanism that calculates adjacency simply cannot “see” a filled
multiple Spec.17 Note, however, that Tangale has the identical setting for the
directionality of adjacency parameter as Western Bade, since it too requires verb-
raising to license subject-focus. A consequence of these proposals is that we
expect DOs, IOs and adjuncts in Tangale to be focused in situ by verb-raising to
T0. The predictions are born out, since in those cases, the subject is in [Spec,TP]
by Spell-Out.18

To conclude, Tangale and Western Bade demonstrate that the way in which
a particular setting of Morphology determines adjacency turns out to be crucial
for the form of focus constructions in that particular language. In these two
languages, directionality is relevant, whereas in Hindi-Urdu and Malayalam,
those requirements are met by default, since they are head-final languages. The
choice of the type of adjunction (XP or X0) is a language-specific choice, since at
least Hindi-Urdu appears to prefer XP-movement for focusing rather than X0-raising.

4. Generalizing the Proposals

One of the consequences of the proposals made in this paper is that we would
expect all languages to have scrambling and verb-raising for focusing to some
degree, since the feature [+FOCUS] is not claimed to be particular to only
languages with focus positions. This prediction is being confirmed by the
‘discovery’ of scrambling by Zubizarreta (1996) for Spanish and French, a
movement rule that performs the very same function as in the languages we have
discussed here.

There are also some instances in English where only PF-movement can
serve to license [+FOCUS] elements. The first and the most obvious one is wh-
questions in the language, since there the [+FOCUS] element does not bear the
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primary stress. In the analysis of wh-movement in Chomsky (1995), the structure
that exits Spell-Out of a query like (24) could be either (25a) or (25b), but never
(25c), since the [strong] Q-feature need only be satisfied once for convergence:

(24) [CP Q [IP you will read what]]
(25) a. [CP [Co will-Q [IP you read what]]]

b. [CP what [Co Q [IP you will read]]]
c. [CP what [Co will-Q [IP you will read]]]

While the analysis has the advantage of unifying an analysis of yes-no questions
with wh-ones, it fails to delineate why when wh-phrases are involved, a yes-no
interpretation is impossible, and AUX-raising to C0 in object questions is
obligatory. Of the three structures in (26), the structure that cannot exit PF,
(25c), is the only legitimate PF-output. The proposals we make regarding the
licensing of wh-phrases in languages without wh-movement to [Spec,CP] carry
over quite nicely to explain why this happens.

As stated, wh-phrases are universally intrinsically specified for a [+FOCUS]
feature that must be licensed by Domain D, which is where the difference
between yes-no and wh-questions becomes relevant. A yes-no question, while it
satisfies the Q-feature of a clause, does not have the same type of consequences
for the discourse as the wh-question, since only the latter creates a presuppo-
sition-assertion configuration. In a Spell-Out structure like (25a), which has the
form of a yes-no question, the [+FOCUS] wh-phrase cannot be licensed as the
lexical subject intervenes between the object and the licensing auxiliary. PF-
movement of the wh-phrase to adjoin to CP (substitution no longer being an
option) is ruled out by the PVP-measure, leftward movement being too expensive
in a head-initial language. Therefore, the wh-phrase cannot raise to be left-
adjacent to the auxiliary, and hence its feature [+FOCUS] cannot be licensed.
wh-raising unaccompanied by do-support or auxiliary raising do not converge for
the same reasons — the raised wh-phrase is not adjacent to its licenser, the
auxiliary bearing the feature [+FOCUS] without such raising. Verb-raising at PF,
an option in English, is therefore necessary to license the wh-phrase, for it to be
interpreted as a question.

Note that directionality of adjunction does not appear to be an issue in
English, at least as far as auxiliaries are concerned. This ability to check
[+FOCUS] in the non-canonical direction appears to be a special property of
English auxiliaries alone, since English focus constructions with main verbs
usually involve structural focusing to the right, rather than the left. Consider
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stylistic inversion of locatives in English, where the focused element occurs to
the right of the main verb:

(26) a. Into the forest nude ran ROBIN HOOD
b. In front of her sat HER MOTHER

Culicover and Rochemont (1990) analyze these constructions as involving VP-
topicalization, followed by V-to-I, and inversion of I around the subject in
[Spec,IP]. Although their claims about VP-topicalization seem to be on the right
track, the proposals regarding verb-raising do not seem to be correct. It is
difficult in this analysis to explain why constructions such as the ones in (27a–b)
never surface, since auxiliaries are the only verbal categories that normally
undergo V-to-I in English. Nor can it explain why main verb-raising in the
presence of an auxiliary is good, or at least okay, in these contexts (27a–b), but
terrible in all other cases of V-to-I, viz., the extreme ungrammaticality of *Who
had given you the book to?:

(27) a. *Into the forest had ROBIN HOOD run
b. *In front of her had HER MOTHER sat
c. #Into the forest had run ROBIN HOOD
d. #In front of her had sat HER MOTHER

Suppose, then, we discount this part of their analysis, and maintain that, in fact,
what is involved here is PF-movement of the verb. On analogy with our
interpretation of the Extended Projection Principle for Tangale, let us assume that
something which is a focus cannot simply raise to [Spec,TP] in the overt syntax.
However, English is different from Tangale in that it allows VP-topicalization to
satisfy the EPP. The PP raises to [Spec,TopP] and the order that exits Spell-Out
in these cases is then:

(28) [TopP[VP tv into the forest nude] [TP [vP [Spec1 SU[+F] [v V[+F] ]][VP
tVP]]]]

In this structure, the direction of feature-licensing is not compatible with the VO
setting of the Head Parameter, and therefore V-raising by PF-movement must
take place to establish the correct adjacency relation. In examples involving
auxiliaries, then, the facts follow straightforwardly — (27a–b) are ruled out
because the feature [+FOCUS] of the subject will not be licensed in the configu-
ration. The auxiliary, in all the examples in (27), we shall assume to be in a
projection higher than the subject, and hence it undergoes no movement. (27c-d)
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are therefore better than (27a–b) because there is no unlicensed feature in the
construction. The oddness of the construction is dissolved by embedding in
discourse:19

(29) … You’ve got it all wrong! At the wedding, in FRONT of her had sat
her mother, at her BACK, her father, and to her RIGHT, her brother!

If these claims are true, and main V-raising in English is a PF-movement rule for
focus-licensing, then the impossibility of main verb raising in questions follows
— main verb-raising will never satisfy the adjacency requirement.

5. Conclusion

Within the pre-minimalist approaches to UG, the study of focus constructions in
natural language were necessarily plagued with the apparent irreconcilable
differences between the mechanisms that languages use to indicate focus, as the
strategies necessarily involved more than one component of the grammar. As we
have seen in this paper, current minimalist approaches open up avenues of
inquiry into focus in natural language, the results of which lead to a re-appraisal
of the very hypothesized shape of UG itself.

Notes

* I am grateful to Anvita Abbi, Hans Bennis, Michael Brody, Noam Chomsky, Probal Dasgupta,
Jacqueline Lecarme, Nomi Erteschik-Shir, Laurie Tuller and Maria-Luisa Zubizarreta for
comments and suggestions on issues concerning word order and focus. Needless to say, the
views held in this paper are not necessarily shared by any of them, and the mistakes and
oversights are quite definitely my own.

1. Josef Bayer (personal communication) points out the necessity of spelling out the fact that the
notion of presupposition relevant to truth is SPEAKER presupposition rather than logical
presupposition. That is, we argue that truth-conditional differences with focused alternatives
arise from an evaluation in terms of a shared set of pragmatic speaker-presuppositions. This, as
Zubizarreta 1996: 3–4) observes, explains why the (logically presupposed) complements of
factive predicates can be focused. That is, a discourse like the one below:

A: I thought you realized that Mary had a husband
B: I did! But I didn’t realize that Mary was BALD.

Zubizarreta suggests that what is asserted by B is not the presupposition denoted by the
complement, but rather that “the denial expressed by the proposition expressed by the
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complement was part of the presuppositional set of the interlocutors prior to the present.” The
focus-relevant notion of presupposition is thus contextually defined.

2. Context-induced contrastive and presentational interpretations are not typical to foci alone, as
the interpretations a topic may receive are identically constrained by context — if a contrast set
of topics is available, the topic will be interpreted contrastively:

A: Tell me about Ram and Sita. Do you like them?
B: SITA, I like (but Ram I cannot tolerate).

These observations hold for morphological topics as well. Miyagawa (1989) and Kidwai (1995)
trace the contrastive interpretation accorded to -wa topics in Japanese and -to topics in Hindi-
Urdu respectively, to the role of the context-set provided by the discourse.

3. In Malayalam and Hindi-Urdu, IO focusing also involves a non-canonical linear order, where
the DO is either scrambled to a VP- or IP- adjoined position:

(i) m7̃-ne kitaabi SIITAA-KO ti dii (Hindi-Urdu)
I(SU) book(DO) Sita(IO) gave
‘I gave the book to SITA.’

(ii) kitaabi m7̃-ne SIITAA-KO ti dii
book(DO) I(SU) Sita-(IO) gave
‘I gave the book to SITA.’

(iii) john oru pustakami SIITAA-K´K´6 ti ko2uttu (Malayalam)
John(SU) a book(DO) Sita(IO) gave
‘John gave the book to SITA.’

(iv) oru pustakami john SIITAA-K´K´6 ti ko2uttu
a book(DO) John(SU) Sita(IO) gave
‘John gave the book to SITA.’

In both languages, DOs may be interpreted as focused in situ, either by employing heavy
contrastive word-stress or by affixation of the emphatic focusing particle onto the DO.

4. The abbreviations used in the is article are: SU = Subject, DO = Direct Object, IO = indirect
Object, ERG = Ergative Case, DAT = Dative Case, ACC = Accusative Case, FUT = Future Tense,
EMPH = Emphatic particle. Focus is indicated by upper case.

5. Hindi-Urdu also exhibits the phenomenon of long-scrambling of arguments. While long-
scrambling out of finite complement clauses is accepted by only a minority of speakers (e.g.
Mahajan 1990), speakers are unanimous about the acceptability of long-scrambling out of non-
finite complement clauses. The facts of preverbal focusing in these configurations are quite
complex, but appear to center around the basic generalization that long-scrambling of an XP
licenses preverbal focusing only of a constituent of the clause of origin of the scrambled XP
itself. In (i) below, where long-scrambling moves the embedded DO to the matrix clause, the
embedded IO is focused, while in (ii), where the whole non-finite complement clauses is long-
scrambled, the matrix subject is interpreted as the focus:

(i) kitaabi m7̃-nẽ [SIITAA-KO ti dene-ka] vaadaa kiiyaa
book I Sita-DAT to give-GEN promised
‘It was Sita that I had promised to give the book to.’
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(ii) [siitaa-ko kitaab dene-ka]i MẼ-NẼ ti vaadaa kiiyaa
Sita-DAT book to give-GEN I promised
‘It was I who had promised to give the book to Sita.’

Speakers who allow long-scrambling out of finite complement clauses also subscribe to this
generalization.

6. Scrambling the verb to a sentence-initial position, as in (i), does not involve preverbal focusing
of arguments:

(i) aauungaa kal m7̃
come - FUT tomorrow I

Interpretative judgments on these constructions vary according to context — either the utterance
is interpreted as one in which the verb itself bears narrow focus or as one in which the whole
clause is presupposed. We shall have little to say about these constructions in this paper.

7. Cf. Tangale, which observes the order V-DO-FOC rather than expected, but actually prohibited,
order of V-FOC-DO.

8. Malayalam patterns very closely with Hindi-Urdu in that argument-scrambling can override
WCO effects. We will assume that the analysis of Hindi-Urdu scrambling as XP-adjunction that
we provide below carries over to Malayalam.

9. This is not, however, to be taken to imply that FP analyses ignore the question altogether.
Brody (1996) suggests that positional focus languages have overt movement, triggered by the
[strong] features of F0, to a universally available FP projection and that languages that
apparently do not, actually exhibit covert raising to [Spec,FP] at LF. He claims English to be
such a language, as association with focus is clearly subject to island constraints in the
language:

(i) John only likes MARY

= It’s only MARY that John likes
(ii) John only said that to meet MARY would be nice

≠ It’s only MARY that John said that to meet would be nice

The fundamental assumption in Brody’s approach is that the feature checked in [Spec,FP] is the
feature [CONTRASTIVE FOCUS]. This enables him to unify what are, intuitively, very distinct
types of focus — the focusing involved in association with focusing particles, which we refer
to as BOUND FOCUS, appears to originate in the set of grammatical conditions imposed upon an
operator like only — only must be associated with a focused element in its c-command —
whereas positional focusing, which we refer to as FREE FOCUS, derives its existence from
speaker intentions and the properties of wh-phrases, but not from the immediate grammatical
environment. The two types of focus also differ in interpretation, as even while the truth of
both types of focus is adjudicated on the basis of a shared context set, only bound focus forces
the contrastive interpretation of the focused constituent, since the operator only obligatorily
partitions that context set into a contrast set. In free focus, on the other hand, a contrastive
focus interpretation of the focused element is not obligatory, and even when it does obtain it is
not induced by a grammatical operator analogous to those like even and only.

10. Hindi-Urdu and Malayalam are syllable-timed languages that lack the Nuclear Stress Rule
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altogether. The use of word-stress for contrastive focus is however an option in the grammar.
11. It has been argued that in positional focus languages, [+FOCUS] is a [−Interpretable] feature

like Case. It turns out that besides the adjacency facts and the fact that it is a feature that
appears to be checked by a verbal projection, there is very little actual support for this
characterization of focus — it does not seem to be the property of particular types of predicates,
the morphological form of foci and verbal morphology is invariant across all GF-foci.

12. Josef Bayer (personal communication) points out that our characterization of focus as pragmatic
and hence evaluated in terms of speaker-presuppositions at Domain D attributes too much to the
PF-interface to really distinguish it from the LF-interface, as we conceive of it currently. While
this is true, at least part of the research agenda of the approach suggested here would be to
restrict interpretations at LF to core semantic properties of natural language by transferring the
burden of discourse-dependent interpretations to Domain D. This is by no means a trivial task,
and further raises the question as to whether there can be Domain D and LF interactions, and
how these are to be captured.

13. This difference could, in fact, be the reasoning behind a claim like Chomsky’s (1992) that +wh
is universally [strong], in a way that no longer identifies overt wh-movement as the basis on
which issues of strength are decided. That is, the universal strength of wh- lies in its [+FOCUS]
intrinsic feature, which must be licensed by Morphology inside the PF-component. An obvious
problem with this proposal is the problem of wh-in-situ in languages with overt wh-movement.
It appears that languages may actually differ as to whether the features of each [+wh]-element
must be licensed (cf. Hungarian), or whether the licensing of the [+FOCUS] feature of one
[+wh] is enough to meet Domain D requirements.

In this context, note that languages like German tend to locate wh-in-situ items left-
adjacent to the verb (Josef Bayer, personal communication):

(i) a. wer hat bei den Hausafgaben WEM geholfen
who has with the homework who helped

b. ?wer hat WEM bei den Hausafgaben geholfen

Although this data is not foolproof, as shown by (ii), it could be argued that German licenses
wh-in-situ by positional focus. The data in (ii) could be explained by considering the PP nach
Hause to be part of the lexical meaning of nach Hause fahren, hence the adjacency condition
is met by considering the complex predicate to be the relevant category licensing the in-situ wh-
phrase.

(ii) a. wer hat WEN nach Hause gefahren
who has whom to home driven

b. *wer hat nach Hause WEN gefahren

Bayer, in fact, explicitly cautions against this analysis, since it is also true that the PP nach
Hause can be topicalized, thereby suggesting that it does not constitute a complex predicate
with the verb. This conclusion, however, is hasty, as there are many languages, e.g. Hindi-Urdu,
which also allow PP and NP constituents of what are clearly complex predicates to be extracted.
Furthermore, the fact that a constituent can be topicalized does not necessarily entail that it may
be scrambled (the operation that enables positional focusing). In fact, if topicalization involves
substitution into a Spec position as suggested by Müller & Sternefeld (1993), it must be a pre-
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Spell-Out movement, and hence irrelevant to the discussion. With this in mind, consider the
contrast between (i) and (ii). In (ia) what is clearly involved is PP-scrambling, i.e. the word
order variation required for positional focusing. In (iia) this operation is disallowed, because
nach Hause is part of the [+FOCUS] licensing predicate, and its scrambling is therefore
prohibited as in (iib). The fact that the preverbal focusing requirement is not very strong in
German (witness the relative acceptability of (ia)), however, then puts the question back into the
domain of language-particular enforcement of Domain D requirements.

14. Noam Chomsky and Jacqueline Lecarme (personal communication) question this characteriza-
tion of [+FOCUS] as a [PF[+Interpretable]] feature. Chomsky suggests that it may well be that
focus interpretation takes place when various conditions like adjacency obtain, and Lecarme
suggests the proper characterization of focus to be a post-Spell-Out feature adjoined in the PF-
component. Both these suggestions, even while they have the same intuitive force insofar as
they also do not characterize [+FOCUS] as a core property of lexical items, fail to explain the
link between word order and positional focusing. That is, if [+FOCUS] is not a feature that
requires licensing, and hence the PF-reordering in positional focus constructions, then what is
the driving force behind the XP/X0 adjunction operation that takes place in scrambling
positional focus languages?

15. Similar accounts of DO and adjunct focus can be given, assuming that IOs are generated as vP
adjuncts in (some) languages without the dative alternation (Kidwai 1995) and with the order
IO-DO — the DO must be scrambled out of the way for adjacency between the licenser and
licensed.

16. See also Belletti & Shlonsky (1995) for a similar proposal regarding the link between verb-
raising and focus in Italian.

17. Laurie Tuller (personal communication) cautions against a possible prediction of our analysis
by which a language like Tangale would allow SOV NEUTRAL FOCUS UTTERANCES, where the
subject is in [Spec,TP], the object in [Spec2, vP], and the verb remains in situ inside the VP.
This prediction would, however, follow from an absolute correlation between verb-raising and
[+FOCUS] feature-checking — a thesis too strong to be maintained. A more tenable position
would be one that allows PF verb-raising to be triggered in satisfaction of morphological
requirements other than [+FOCUS] feature-checking as well. PF verb-raising in neutral focus
utterances could then still be obligatory, but with a different morphological imperative from the
one involved in non-neutral focus utterances.

18. However, there is a problem here, since Tuller, citing Kenstowicz (1985), provides evidence to
show that tone sandhi processes in the language argue for a distinction between the syntactic
position occupied by a focused DO versus a nonfocused one. We have no account for this
difference, but it may well be possible that the rules that ensure the licensing of certain PF-
features are not the only rules there are, and subsequent processes either physically disassociate
the DO from its shifted position, or mark it as unavailable for the sandhi processes involved.

19. Significantly, (32) involves cases of paired contrastive focusing, with the topicalized VP bearing
narrow focus as well. Topicalization in English has often been noticed to involve narrow focus. If
auxiliaries in English also raise by PF-movement, then the fact they can somehow license the feature
[+FOCUS] leftward explains the narrow focus on the topicalized VP/PP. Although the question why
all topicalization in English does not require verb-raising at PF must remain unanswered.
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